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The British Bryological Society was founded fifty-six years ago by a reorganisation of a
much older society, the Moss Exchange Club, which had been started as long ago as 1896.
Thus the two societies have a combined history of over eighty years so that an attempt to give
some account of their history is not premature. The only history of the Society is Miss
Eleonora Armitage’s ‘A short account of the Moss Exchange Club and the British
Bryological Society’ first published in 1944, and which Miss Armitage obligingly had
reprinted in 1956, so that the Secretary could give a copy to every new member. This short
pamphlet is written in the form of annals extracted from the annual reports of the Society and
carries the story down to 1939. In D.E. Allen’s otherwise excellent history of natural history
in Great Britain, The Naturalist in Britain, bryology is not so much as mentioned. It is the
purpose of this article to give an account of the history of our parent society, the Moss
Exchange Club (M.E.C.) from its foundation to its metamorphosis to the British Bryological
Society in the summer of 1922.
The M.E.C. was founded by the initiative of C.H. Waddell although doubtless he had
discussed the project with his friend H.W. Lett. Both men were clergymen in the Church of
Ireland and natives of Co. Down. In 1896 Waddell was thirty-eight years old whilst Lett was
twenty-two years his senior. They were botanists with wide interests, Waddell favouring
especially such critical groups as brambles and hawkweeds; but their chief common interest
was in bryophytes, particularly hepatics. At the end of 1895 Waddell submitted notes to three
journals, Science Gossip, the Irish Naturalist and the Journal of Botany proposing the
establishment of a bryophyte exchange club on lines similar to those already in existence for
flowering plants. Waddell believed that the want of such a club hindered t he advance of
bryology in Great Britain. Such a club, he thought, could promote greater knowledge of the
distribution of bryophytes and prepare the way for a much-needed new edition of the London
Catalogue of British Mosses and Hepatics as well as be of great assistance to beginners.
Waddell asked that interested bryologists get in touch with him. He felt that at least thirty
active members would be needed for a successful society geared to undertake a wide study of
British bryophytes and, should sufficient interest be shown in his scheme, he proposed to get
in touch with ‘some of our leaders in bryology’. Failing this a smaller number of members
would be adequate for an exchange club. Waddell’s proposal was warmly supported by H.N.
Dixon who was about to publish the first edition of his Student’s Handbook of British
Mosses, although he pointed to a possible danger – that such a club might ‘tend towards the
extermination of our rarer species’. Botanists were just becoming conservation-minded and at
a recent meeting of the British Association ‘botanical exchange clubs’ and the ‘injudicious
action of botanists’ had been charged with destructive effects on the British flora. However,
Waddell replied that one of the rules of his club would be that great care be taken not to
exterminate species, beginners would be cautioned and localities, particularly near towns,
would ‘not be too definitely published’.
In the event twenty-three members enrolled in 1896. The subscription was one shilling a year
and Waddell acted as Secretary, Treasurer and Distributor. In the autumn of that year a
distribution of over two thousand packets of bryophytes was made.

What sort of people were the founding members of the M.E.C.? As botanists most were of at
least modest distinction but the range of bryological competence seems to have been wide.
There were undoubted experts such as Dixon, Macvicar, Binstead and Lett, and others such
as Barker, Nicholson, Waddell and Miss Armitage, the only woman member, were clearly
pretty knowledgeable. Yet for several years Waddell was to complain that the greatest defect
of the club was the high proportion of incorrectly named specimens submitted for exchange:
some members at least can hardly have been much more than beginners. Their ages ranged
from the twenty year old A.B. Jackson to the fifty-eight year old W.H. Lett; most were about
the mid-point of life. Of those with known professions four were clergymen, two were
solicitors and two doctors. The one academic, Barker, was a professor of mathematics and
was to found the chair of cryptogamic botany at Manchester University. As to their
geographical distribution, Northern Ireland was well-served with four members and likewise
the southern environs of Manchester harboured another four. Five members spanned the
Welsh Marches, six more lived in the south-east of England and three more stretched across
Scotland from Kirkcaldy to Invermoidart.
Waddell’s first Annual Report as Secretary, dated November 13, 1896, was circulated by post
in manuscript. Of his total receipts of £1. 3.0d he still had 3/1 in hand – the club was solvent.
But, as no treasurer has had to do since, Waddell proposed a five-fold increase in subscription
so that each member might be supplied with a new catalogue of mosses and hepatics, a club
desiderata list and an annual report. A disciplinarian at heart, Waddell devoted almost a third
of his report to instructions for the proper making of packets and the clear marking of
members’ desiderata lists; it was to be some years before such details were satisfactorily
attended to, and packets not made from such unsuitable material as newspaper or even toilet
paper, were clearly labelled, and Dixon could no longer make remarks such as ‘there is too
much of Ingleton and too little of the specimen, I cannot make anything of it’.
During the next year of the club’s existence, or rather in the interval between November 1896
and June 1897 when Waddell submitted his second Annual Report, a number of
administrative matters and questions of policy emerged. The club had lost but one of its
members (the only one who was, in fact, to go on to be a professor of botany) but had gained
seven new ones. Furthermore Waddell had received enquiries from a number of people who,
on reflection, did not join the club. They were mostly beginners who had little ‘stock’ to offer
for exchange purposes and who thought the club would be of little help to them in naming
their specimens. Waddell suggested that some might like to organise a beginner’s section. In
the meantime he asked members willing to assist beginners to write their names in the
notebook in which he circulated the Annual Report. On another page members who
themselves felt the need of help were invited to write their names, It is clear that there was a
lack of proficiency in the hepatics for although Barker, Nicholson, Dixon, Benson, Hamilton
and Jackson offered to be ‘helpers’ they all limited themselves to mosses; only Miss
Armitage offered to help with mosses and hepatics (‘not critical’). On the other hand five
members, including such experienced ones as Ingham and Hamilton, wanted help with
hepatics. Waddell pasted into his report some pages from a London bookseller’s catalogue
offering bryological books for sale which he had critically annotated. One valuable
suggestion, which was immediately implemented, came from Dixon who proposed that
members should write comments on the specimens they had received in the exchange in a
pocket notebook which could be circulated by post. This, it was felt, would be useful in
correcting inaccurate naming of specimens. But members were also encouraged to write
about anything to do with the club’s activities or any bryological projects they had in mind.

Some quite lively and interesting discussions were thus generated and, since man can hardly
put pen to paper without revealing something of himself, these jottings give glimpses of the
character of the writers. Thus one gets the impression that, for example, Nicholson was
urbane, Horrell conceited and Dixon tolerant and modest. Indeed Dixon could even be gallant
for when Miss Armitage submitted a specimen of Dicranella heteromalla as Pleuridium
alternifolium he remarked, ‘a very well carried out and successful attempt on the part of
Dicranella heteromalla male plant to pass for P. alternifolium’.
The Distributor’s task was a heavy one. Each member of the club was issued with a printed
list of bryophytes on which to mark his ‘desiderata’ which he sent, together with his own
contribution of specimens, to the Distributor by a certain date. In the early years of the club
parcels had to be in by March 31. During the next few weeks the Distributor would be busy
endeavouring to fill the member’s desiderata from the total stock of packets in his hands.
Members were supposed to be supplied with their own wants in a manner commensurate with
the quality and quantity of their contribution; but the exchange was always conducted in a
liberal manner and some members received far more than in strict justice they should have
done. The number of specimens contributed by different members varied greatly. A few
members failed to send in any packets whilst others might send two or three hundred. In any
event the Distributor would find himself handling two to three thousand packets. It is hardly
surprising that Meldrum described his duties as ‘somewhat monopolising’. After a few years
the surplus of material was something of a problem – it was not easy for example, to dispose
of fifty packets of Aulacomnium androgynum even given away to encourage beginners. At
first members were asked to send in twenty packets of any rare species, ten of a less rare one
and but six of the m or e common species but this was later reduced to twelve for rare species
‘unless it abounds as we do not want to encourage waste’, and proportionally for the less rare
species. Waddell also suggested that no member send in more than two hundred and fifty
packets. Later the system of submitting ‘oblata’ lists from which the Distributor could select
was introduced to help reduce the bulk of unwanted material. In January 1899 it was
suggested that there should be frequent changes of Distributor and at the end of the year J.A.
Wheldon undertook to act as Distributor and Treasurer. From then on the office of Distributor
was generally held for two years. In 1900 it was decided to change the date of the distribution
to early in the year since, as Wheldon pointed out, under the existing arrangements the
Distributor ‘receives the parcels, and then has the work of distribution to undertake during
April and May, when outdoor work is commencing to demand attention’. Furthermore those
members interested in flowering plants had no wish to receive a large parcel of bryophytes at
the beginning of summer.
The Distributor’s job involved far more than being a mere sorting post office. Although the
club did not vouch for the correct naming of specimens it is clear that the Distributor did do a
certain amount of checking of identifications, as well as sending off specimens, of which he
himself was uncertain, to a referee. In addition to specimens sent for distribution quite a large
number were sent in purely for identification.
Very often, at least in the early years, some specimens submitted were unsatisfactory in
various ways – inadequate in quantity, not properly cleaned and prepared for the herbarium,
or the packet not properly labelled – and the membership had to be exhorted and bullied in
the circulating notebook and in the Annual Report to mend its ways; at one point Waddell
warned that unless things improved unsatisfactory specimens would either be destroyed or
marked ‘Inadequate’ and returned to the sender.

From the first there was a clear need for a beginner’s section of the M.E.C. Waddell brought
up the suggestion in his report for 1897 but said he had no time to organise it himself. In the
following year he called for a volunteer to run such a branch of the club but it was not until
the autumn of 1899 that a new member, E.C. Horrell, undertook the task – this ‘useful but
troublesome work’, as Waddell put it. During his few years membership of the M.E.C,
Horrell was one of its most enthusiastic, knowledgeable and active members. There is,
however, little doubt that he put people’s backs up – his long-winded, dogmatic contributions
to the circulating notebook are even irritating to the reader today. When he finally left the
club at the end of 1904, despite his signal services as a referee, as the organiser of the
beginner’s section and, in particular, in making Warnstorf’s system for Sphagnum available
to members, by publishing summaries of his papers in English and contributing long articles
to the notebook, his departure went quite unnoticed.
The beginner’s section or Section II as it was usually called was an immediate success; no
less than forty-five persons joined. Through the generosity of members of the senior section it
was possible to make the first distribution of bryophytes in January 1900 when all received a
parcel. Horrell, however, did not favour Waddell’s generous policy with regard to
distribution and so, at the second distribution, in June 1901, only those members who had
sent a parcel received anything in return. The beginner’s section at first contained a high
proportion of people who must have joined impulsively and who never really took up
bryology seriously so that, in the notebook for 1900, Waddell reckoned the membership as
only thirty and by 1903, when D.A. Jones became Secretary of Section II, there were only
twenty-five active members who benefitted from the distribution. In the same year Section I
numbered thirty members. The beginners had got off to a good start and they continued to
flourish. Indeed, in the end, the establishment of a separate section for beginners was to be
fatal to the senior section for although it was anticipated that, after a few years’
apprenticeship, beginners would move on to become members of Section I, this, in fact, did
not happen. Section II developed into a vigorous society in its own right. Its constitution and
activities were modelled closely on that of the senior section and, within a few years, it was
doing work very much on the same level as Section I. Its members contributed their share of
new vice-county records and one of them, G.B. Savery, discovered Fissidens algarvicus new
to Britain.
In 1906 Section II began to print its own annual reports and, in 1907, commenced a
circulating notebook. In 1906 there were twenty-nine members in Section II including four
women. Eight of them were also members of Section I but the quality of the purely Section II
membership was high for many of them went on to make significant contributions to botany.
In the same year 2695 packets were sent in for distribution. But that many of the members
were not very knowledgeable, at least in the early years, is evident from the large number of
specimens, often several hundreds, that were sent in for identification.
The need for a panel of expert referees was soon apparent to Waddell. He found that many of
the specimens sent in for exchange were incorrectly named and most of the bryophytes sent
in for naming were but common species. In the beginning many members were evidently not
experts. Most of the queries Waddell found himself able to deal with but he also got Dixon,
Binstead and Barker to agree to act as referees for mosses. He himself, particularly with the
help of his neighbour Lett, was able to handle the hepatics. In 1899 Waddell attempted to get
all specimens sent in for exchange checked by a referee – a large number of errors was
uncovered. The number of referees needed to be increased and the services of bryologists
outside the club, such as R. Braithwaite were used in addition to Barker, Horrell, Ingham,

Meldrum, Macvicar, Nicholson and Dixon. By 1915 the work of refereeing had become
formalised so that Meldrum Nicholson, Ingham and Wheldon divided the different genera of
mosses between them, Knight and Jones dealt with the hepatics and Dixon and Macvicar
acted as ‘referee-in-chief’ for mosses and hepatics respectively, an arrangement which
continued to the end of the club’s existence.
The work involved in refereeing could be very heavy particularly when Section II might
submit several hundred specimens a year specifically for identification. The beginners
themselves felt this and, in 1907, proposed to recruit their own referees from among their
own members. Although it was noted that ‘a referee must stand head and shoulders above his
fellows if his verdict is to be accepted with respect’ it was thought that members might
‘volunteer to devote special attention to certain groups of plants and give mutual assistance in
these special groups’. Seven members volunteered to act; W.R. Sherrin, who confessed that
he made great use of referees himself, offered to deal with Sphagnum, S.J. Jones undertook
the hepatics, whilst J.B. Duncan, W. Bellerby, W.H. Burrell, A. Brinkman and D.A. Jones
each undertook other groups. The more critical plants were to be referred to one of the
referees-in-chief ‘during their slack season’.
Soon after the foundation of the M.E.C. some members raised the possibility of arranging an
exchange with foreign bryologists. Binstead was particularly keen and included some
Norwegian gatherings in his first contribution to the exchange. Furthermore Waddell received
several applications from abroad on this subject. However, Waddell felt that although some
time in the future, a separate section with its own ‘foreign secretary’ might be established, ‘at
the present time we must confine ourselves to British plants’. Nonetheless, in the circulating
notebook for 1897, members interested in exchanging foreign material were invited to write
their names and state their requirements – nine members responded. A main objective was to
obtain rare British species from a foreign source but some, such as Dixon, Ingham and
Binstead, wanted more exotic bryophytes. Binstead already had a herbarium of some 1400
named species of tropical mosses. There already existed at least two bryophyte exchange
clubs on the continent but Waddell did not favour them and, in the 1899 notebook, wrote
‘Solemn warning to bryologists – don’t join any continental exchange club for cryptogams
without being assured that the advantages are not all on one side. Some have done so to their
cost and are feeling sore on the matter’. It seems that the Vienna club was extremely slow in
making any return for material sent and would not reply to letters. But Wheldon
acknowledged that, in the end, he received ‘an excellent parcel of mosses’ and so, too, did
Nicholson but only after a long delay.
In 1901 Nicholson tried to form a ‘Foreign Section’. He wrote to eight foreign bryologists
and eventually received favourable replies from seven of them. One difficulty was that the
foreigners were generally only interested in very rare British species and another was that
Nicholson was not prepared to devote much time to organising the section. In 1902 the first
exchange took place but only three of the foreign members sent parcels. Furthermore it was
obvious from their desiderata lists that very few suitable specimens would be received in the
general exchange material. Nicholson had therefore to apply ‘to some of our more active
members’ in order to gather some special specimens so that he could offer a fair exchange.
The foreigners were satisfied but Nicholson regarded the procedure as ‘too tedious and
expensive to be carried out on a large scale’.
Binstead wrote, lamenting that ‘no one seems to show any desire to become acquainted with
the extensive moss flora of the tropics’ and asked that members with friends resident in the

tropics get them to collect specimens and divide them with him in exchange for named exotic
species in his own collection. But the foreign section never seems to have been a great
success. In 1903 Nicholson gave up the task of organising it and Lett agreed to take it on for
one year, as Ingham, who had by this time succeeded Waddell as Secretary, had no time for
the job. However, despite the fact that no less than eighteen members expressed interest and
were willing to pay an additional subscription, a scheme never got off the ground and, in
1904, Ingham wrote that ‘as the Vienna exchange seems to have taken on a new lease of life,
and as there are difficulties in the way of forming a foreign exchange of our own, I think it
best to defer this matter for the present’.
Always more than a ‘mere exchange club’ the members of the M.E.C. worked seriously to
enlarge knowledge of the British bryophyte flora and some of their contributions to the
bryological literature, to a great extent stimulated by the club’s activities, merit attention. In
the eighty years before the founding of the M.E.C. the bryophytes of Britain had been studied
as intensively as any in the world and considerable literature produced. Hooker and Taylor’s
Muscologia Britannica, first published in 1818, had gone into its third edition, as had
Wilson’s Bryologia Britannica in 1855, and was an accurate and comprehensive account of
the British mosses. Waddell considered it in some ways ‘the best book which has been
written on mosses’; it could still be had for three guineas. Braithwaite was steadily bringing
out his British Moss Flora but it was not to be completed until 1905. In the very year of the
club’s foundation Dixon published his Student’s Handbook of British Mosses which was
immediately regarded as the most up-to-date and authoritative account -of the subject. It was
all that the British muscologist needed and must have quite cut the ground from beneath
Braithwaite’s incompleted treatise.
However, the hepaticologist was not so well-served. It is true that it was still possible to pick
up Hooker’s British Jungermanniae for a mere £9 but this had come out in 1816. There was
no accurate, comprehensive and up-to-date book on British hepatics. It was known that
Pearson was working at his Hepaticae of the British Isles on the same generous lines as
Braithwaite’s moss flora but this was not to see light of day until 1902. In the meantime the
best available book was M.C. Cooke’s Handbook of British Hepaticae which had been
published in 1894. It was very inaccurate and ‘to be used with care’ but, nonetheless, it must
have been useful.
In attempting to build up as complete as possible herbaria the members of the M.E.C. badly
needed an up-to-date list of all known British bryophytes. The best available was the second
edition of The London catalogue of British Mosses and Hepatics which had been published
by the Botanical Record Club in 1881. This was a pioneer attempt to produce a census
catalogue of British bryophytes based on the Watsonian vice-counties although, owing to the
paucity of information, distribution had only been recorded on the basis of the eighteen
Watsonian provinces. In August 1897 Waddell published his Moss Exchange Club Catalogue
of British Hepatics – an eight page pamphlet costing sixpence. For the sake of convenience
and economy the club decided to use Dixon’s Handbook Catalogue of British Mosses which
had been compiled ‘at the request of numerous correspondents’. But Waddell was at pains to
point out it had ‘been adopted only as being the best existing complete catalogue of the kind
for exchange purposes. It does not imply that as a club we adopt its classification and
nomenclature as the best’.
In February 1898 Horrell published in the Journal of Botany, a paper on ‘The distribution of
British mosses’ in which he pointed out the desirability of working out the distribution of

mosses on the basis of the Watsonian vice-counties. He had made an exhaustive study of the
literature and found fairly good lists for fifty of the one hundred and twelve vice-counties. He
asked for the assistance of bryologists and hoped to be able to complete a census in about
three years. But the publication of a moss census catalogue took much longer then had been
estimated. In 1905 Ingham drew members’ attention to the need for such a catalogue pointing
out that Rule II of the club gave ‘the working up of the county distribution as one of the
objects of the club’. The next year Ingham got together a committee in which Barker was the
most active member, to work on the catalogue but, in 1907, Barker fell ill and had to give up
all work; he died just before the moss census catalogue was published in 1908. The catalogue
sold well so that only just over £3 had to be set against club funds and they still had 175
unsold copies in stock. In 1905 Macvicar undertook to produce an up-to-date hepatic census
catalogue and this too sold well. The way was now open for the continuous work on
bryophyte distribution which still goes on today. The Secretary kept an interleaved copy of
each catalogue and members were encouraged to send in new vice-county records along with
a voucher specimen. A second edition of the hepatic catalogue was published in 1913 but
sales were disappointing. In 1918 Ingham proposed the publication of a second edition of the
moss catalogue, for which he had an enormous number of new records, but this project never
came to fruition during the club’s lifetime.
In 1901 Horrell published a series of papers in the Journal of Botany in which he summarised
Warnstorf’s system of classification of Sphagnum. He also availed himself of the circulating
notebook to introduce Warnstorf’s system to club members. On the whole the membership
was grateful, but Horrell’s rather authoritarian and excessively didactic presentation clearly
irritated some members. When Barker, although admitting that he was ‘in the pathetic
condition of wondering where we are’ presumes, though ‘with much diffidence and
bumptiousness born of ignorance’, tried to raise a few queries he was treated to a long extract
of a paper from Hedwigia in the original German.
In the autumn of 1902 Lett published, at his own expense, his book Hepatics of the British
Islands which contained a full description of all the known species. Such a work was much
needed to complement Dixon’s Handbook and the layout of Lett’s book was obviously
modelled on Dixon but, in addition, included vice-county distributions of each species. There
were no illustrations. It was easy for Macvicar, in reviewing the book, to be critical and point
to numerous factual errors, but the errors were not such as would render the book useless to
most students. Waddell regarded his colleague’s book as ‘useful as a popular introduction’.
Despite this lack of enthusiasm among the experts Lett’s book soon came into general use
and enjoyed a useful life for a decade.
In 1902 W.H. Pearson, a Manchester business man and amateur bryologist, brought out his
Hepaticae of the British Isles – the fruit of ‘the scanty leisure of a busy commercial life’.
Pearson was never an ordinary member of the M.E.C. but, in 1908, was elected an Honorary
Member in recognition of his services to bryology. Although his book gave detailed
descriptions and figures of all known British hepatics it was not well-adapted to the
requirements of the average student; it contained no keys and was expensive. There thus
remained a need for a book of the calibre of Dixon’s moss handbook such as was finally
supplied by S.M. Macvicar in 1912 with the publication of his Student’s Handbook of British
Hepatics – this eagerly awaited work was looked forward to as ‘the open-sesame for the
British student of this difficult subject’. These works are but some of the publications by
members of the M.E.C. but they amply indicate that the club was indeed something more
than a ‘mere exchange club’.

For the first fifteen years of its existence the membership of the M.E.C. grew steadily. In
1898 there were thirty-six members which Waddell thought to be enough because of the great
labour involved in making a distribution to a larger number. Nonetheless, by 1910 there were
forty-five members – the maximum figure reached. At the end of 1902 Waddell announced
·in the circulating notebook that he intended to resign the secretaryship, ‘want of time not any
loss of interest’ being his reason. He had persuaded W. Ingham, a forty-nine year old
inspector of schools in York, to take on the job. Ingham was to serve the club as Secretary
until within a few months of his death in 1923.
In 1905 Binstead was made an Honorary Member of the M.E.C., the first to be so
distinguished. Honorary membership was to be a rarely granted distinction. During the whole
of the club’s existence only five persons were so honoured – Macvicar in 1907, Pearson in
1908 and Bagnall in 1909, and then no further Honorary Members were elected until Ingham
just before he died. One curious omission from the list of Honorary Members is surely the
name of R. Braithwaite. Braithwaite was in his seventies when the club was founded but he
was still hard at work on his moss flora the final part of which only appeared in 1905. Dixon
recorded that Braithwaite was ‘not a great field botanist’ but acknowledged early
encouragement from him without which his own interest in bryology might easily have
succumbed. Braithwaite lived on till 1917 and it is hard to understand why he was not
considered worthy of an honour freely given to Pearson.
The decline of the M.E.C., or at least the senior section, coincided roughly with the outbreak
of the First World War but it is doubtful if that catastrophe had much to do with it; the
members themselves were no longer young and it seems that only one actually served in the
armed forces. In 1914 there were still forty-three members in Section I and but thirty-one in
Section II, whereas by 1920 the membership of Section I had dropped to thirty-nine and that
of Section II had risen to fifty (and included a young man by the name of P.W. Richards). But
the fact was, as the distributor wrote in 1916, as far as the senior section at any rate was
concerned, the club had ‘almost accomplished its immediate object: for most of the members
now appear to have well-stocked herbaria, containing all bryophytes likely to be met with in
ordinary districts’. And, he went on, ‘one is tempted to wonder whether ultimately the Moss
Exchange Club might not form a more ambitious aim, and be reconstituted in some such
footing as the Mycological Society, or the Sullivant Moss Society of America’.
The reports and the circulating notebook contain many expressions by members of the
pleasure derived from being brought into contact with each other although through the
medium of the post office. Occasionally a couple of members did meet and bryologise
together, but, although living in the hey-day of the railway system and the bicycle, with the
countryside unspoiled and uncrowded, no attempt was ever made to hold a general meeting
of the club. It was not that the idea had never been mooted; as far back as 1907 W. Bellerby,
a member of Section II, had written in the notebook ‘why not have an annual meeting in
some central Midland town to which all members could attend, to be preceded by a district
bryological excursion. We should become personally acquainted and being all hearty good
fellows (being ardent naturalists) we should be mutually benefitted and could air our views
etc., elect our officers and so promote the general interests of the moss club’. The idea
received scant support though the reasons advanced against it were no better than the alleged
difficulty of finding a place and a time generally convenient.

During the last ten years of the M.E.C., and particularly in the period of transition into the
British Bryological Society, an important role in the club’s affairs was played by its solitary
woman member, Eleonora Armitage. Miss Armitage acted as distributor for 1913, 1917, 1919
and 1921. Her reports have a freshness and enthusiasm all their own; in the midst of war she
could quote from a letter written by a botanist in Sumatra in 1820, ‘I think there few people
who have the means of being independent of circumstances than ourselves and such as, like
us, can turn from any prospect however dark, to that of nature, which is always the same,
fresh and bright’. And, wrote Miss Armitage, ‘in the happier years to come may we look
forward to pleasant gatherings of members in some choice botanical hunting-ground in these
islands’. In July 1914 Miss Armitage had acted as local secretary for the first summer field
meeting of the British Ecological Society at Ross-on-Wye and so had some experience of
organising a field meeting. When Ingham was ill Miss Armitage, in addition to acting as
Distributor, took on, temporarily, the job of Secretary. As D.A. Jones, the first Secretary of
the B.B.S. remarked of Miss Armitage, in his first annual report, ‘thanks to her courtesy and
tact, she proved a safe guide during a critical period’.
Wheldon, the Treasurer, in his report for 1921, noted that ‘the sudden illness of Mr Ingham
during the winter had precipitated the impending crisis in the affairs of the club’. The past
few years had been ‘anxious ones because of the fall in membership (although it had hardly
been catastrophic) and increased working expenses’. But most of all, since 1907, Section II
had ‘become virtually a separate society’. This schism was evidently ‘a source of weakness –
instead of strength to British bryology’ . Miss Armitage ended her report as Distributor by
saying ‘it is hoped that many members of Section I and II of the club will be able to forgather
at Dolgelly during August (1922) under Mr Jones’ leadership when an advantageous
reorganisation may be discussed and arranged’. At this meeting the British Bryological
Society was born.
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